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Abstract 
Melton, A., B.S.W. Schr6der and G.E. Strecker, Lagois connections a counterpart to Galois 
connections, Theoretical Computer Science 136 (1994) 79 107. 
In this paper we define a Lagois connection, which is a generalization of a special type of Galois 
connection. We begin by introducing two examples of Lagois connections. We then recall the 
definition of Galois connection and some of its properties; next we define Lagois connection, 
establish some of its properties, and compare these with properties of Galois connections; and then 
we (further) develop examples of Lagois connections. Via these examples it is shown that, as is the 
case of Galois connections, there is a plethora of Lagois connections. Also it is shown that several 
fundamental situations in computer science and mathematics that cannot be interpreted in terms of 
Galois connections naturally fit into the theory of Lagois connections. 
1. Introduction 
A Galo is  connect ion  is an elegant and easily def ined re lat ionship among pairs of 
part ia l ly ordered sets and order  preserv ing maps  between them. In [6] it is shown that 
some activit ies which commonly  occur  in computer  science are examples  of Ga lo is  
connect ions;  these examples  include showing correctness of  a t rans lator  and def ining 
a coerc ion map between data  types. However ,  the value of Galo is  connect ions  cannot  
be fully apprec iated simply by studying a few examples.  Ga lo is  connect ions  are 
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important because they occur very commonly and because when a particular situ- 
ation is a Galois connection then Galois connection results can often be used to make 
the situation much more easily understood. Though sometimes the existence of 
a Galois connection has a major impact on proving results about a given situation, it 
is more often the case that Galois connection results make characteristics of the 
situation very organized and clear. Thus, for a theoretical computer scientist or 
a mathematician it is perhaps helpful to know of some examples of Galois connec- 
tions, but it is probably even more important o know what Galois connections are 
and to know some of their properties. Similar remarks are true for the new Lagois 
connection defined in this paper. 
It is of course also true that the properties of Galois connections and Lagois 
connections are themselves intrinsically interesting, especially when the simplicity of 
the definitions are compared with the (number of) results that follow from them. 
If one looks at the computer science examples of Galois connections in [6], it is 
interesting to note that all the examples are in fact Galois insertions, i.e., the 
residuated or lower adjoint part of the connection is always one-to-one. One is of 
course challenged to see what these examples become when they are generalized, and 
here is where this paper really starts. These generalized examples are not Galois 
connections; they are Lagois connections. 
A Galois connection can also be viewed as a closure operator on one of its partially 
ordered sets and an interior operator on the other one, with the sets of closed points 
and open points being isomorphic partially ordered sets (cf. Corollary 1.5). However, 
when we generalize the translator and coercion examples of [6], we obtain in one case 
two closure operators whose sets of closed points are isomorphic and in the other case 
two interior operators whose sets of open points are isomorphic, i.e., the generaliz- 
ations are Lagois connections (cf. Corollary 3.21). See Fig. 1 for generic diagrams of 
a Galois connection and a Lagois connection involving two closure operators. The 
diagrams, we think, show why the name Lagois seems appropriate. However, from the 
diagrams or the name one should not conclude that Lagois connections are simply 
a minor modification of Galois connections. Though some Lagois connections are 
special Galois connections (and some Galois connections are special Lagois connec- 
tions, see Section 3.4), (general) Galois connections and (general) Lagois connections 
model fundamentally different kinds of situations, i.e., the existence of two suitably 
linked closure operators in both partially ordered sets or two similarly linked interior 
operators in both is fundamentally different han the one closure operator and one 
interior operator that are linked in a Galois connection. 
In [6] it is shown that when verifying that a translation from a source language to 
a target language is correct it is sufficient o show that the translation is the residuated 
(or lower adjoint) part of a Galois insertion which is a special Galois connection. 
However, in trying to apply these results to a generalized situation, we run into 
problems. It turns out that a Galois insertion is a special Galois connection and also 
a special Lagois connection, and the appropriate generalization of the above example 
is a Lagois connection that is not a Galois connection. 
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The dual symmetry between closure and interior operators inherent in Galois 
connections helps give them their elegant simplicity. Lagois connections have an 
entirely different kind of symmetry, one that is also relevant in computer science and 
mathematical examples. 
Although many of the properties of Lagois connections are direct analogues of 
corresponding properties of Galois connections (compare, e.g., 1.2-1.4 with 3.5-3.13), 
the lack of the dual symmetry means that some properties of Lagois connections are 
destined to be quite different from those of Galois connections (compare 1.2(9) and 1.6 
with Sections 4.10 and 4.9). However, Lagois connections are found in abundance, 
and the recognition that an entity is a Lagois connection can make understanding it 
and working with it much easier. 
Another example discussed in [6] is a coercion map between the Boolean values 
with a bottom element and the natural numbers with a bottom element. In both sets 
the ordering for nonbottom elements i equality, i.e., if two elements are not equal and 
neither is the bottom element then they are not comparable. In [6] the coercion map is 
again part of a Galois insertion, (and in fact part of a special Lagois connection), and 
when we generalize this example we again arrive at a general Lagois connection that is 
not a Galois connection. In fact, in the generalization obtained the Lagois connection 
is the only possible Galois or Lagois connection between the given partially ordered 
sets for which "False", "Neutral", and "True" are carried to - 1, 0, and 1, respectively 
(see Example 4.2). 
Below (for comparison purposes) we first recall the definition of Galois connection 
and some of its properties. In Section 2 we introduce Lagois connections and in 
Section 3 we establish some of their properties and compare these with the properties 
of Galois connections. Section 4 contains examples of Lagois connections in both 
computer science and mathematics. 
1.1. Galois connections 
Definition 1.1. (1) If (P, ~<) and (Q, ~<) are partially ordered sets, and f :P-*Q and 
g : Q-~P are order preserving functions, then we call the quadruple ((P, ~<),f, g, (Q, ~<)) 
or simply (P,f,g, Q) a poset system. 
(2) A poset system ((P,-..<),f g,(Q, ~<)) is called a Galois connection provided that 
(GC1) gfis an increasing function, i.e., gf(p)>~p for all peP, and 
(GC2) fg is a decreasing.function, i.e.,fg(q)<~q for all q~Q. 
The function f is called a residuated (or lower adjoint) map and the function g is 
called a residual (or upper adjoint) map. The Galois connection is called a Galois 
insertion i f f f  is one-to-one or, equivalently, iff g is onto (cf. Proposition 1.2(13).) 
1.2. Facts about Galois connections 
The following results are well known. Proofs of them are given in [2, 3, 6, 7, 8]. 
In that which follows we will show that results similar to many of them hold 
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for Lagois connections but that for others no reasonable Lagois analogue is 
available. 
Proposition 1.2. Let ((P, <~ ), f  g, ( Q, <~ )) be a G alois connection. Then 
(1) g is a quasi-inverse for f, i.e.,fgf=f, and f is a quasi-inverse for g, i.e., gfg=g. 
(2) ((Q, >~),g,f (P,>~)) is a Galois connection. 
(3) The images g[Q] and f [P ]  are isomorphic partially ordered sets, and the 
restrictions of f and g to these images are isomorphisms that are inverses oJ 
each other. 
(4) For each peP, peg[Q] iff gf(p)=p; andJbr each q~Q, q~f[P] iff q=fg(q). 
(5) gf  is a closure operator on P (i.e., it is idempotent, order-preserving, and increas- 
ing); and fg is an interior operator on Q (i.e., it is idempotent, order-preserving, and 
decreasing). 
(6) For each q 6f [P ] , f  - 1 (q) has a largest member, which is g (q); and for each peg [Q ], 
g-a(p) has a smallest member, which is f(p). 
(7) For each peP, gf(p)=/~ {p*~g[Q] p*~>p} and for each q~Q, 
fg(q)=V {q*~f[P]{q* <~q}. 
(8) The functions f and g uniquely determine each other; in fact f (p )= 
/~ {q~QIp<<,g(q)} and 9(q)--V {peP If(p)<<.q}. 
(9) f preserves joins, and g preserves meets. 
(10) I f  A~g[Q] ,  then the meet of A in g[Q] exists if and only if the meet of A in 
P exists, and whenever either exists, they are equal; and ifB ~_f[P], then the join of B in 
f I-P] exists if and only if the join orB in Q exists, and whenever either exists, they are 
equal. 
(11) I f  P has (finite)joins, then so does 9 [Q], but these might not coincide with the 
joins in P, and if Q has (finite) meets, then so does f [P ] ,  but these might not coincide 
with the meets in Q; in particular the join fi of A ~_ g[Q] in g[Q] exists if the join a' oJ 
A in P exists, and in this case fi = gf(a'), and the meet ~ofB ~_f[P] inf[P]  exists if the 
meet b' of B in Q exists, and in this case/~=J~/(b'). 
(12) l f  P and Q are (complete) lattices, then so are g[Q] and f [P] ;  but they need not 
be sublattices of P or Q. 
(13) f is  one-to-one iff g is onto iff gf= idp; and g is one-to-one ifffis onto ifffg = id e. 
Theorem 1.3. Let P and Q be posets. Then an order-preserving function f :  P--*Q is 
a lower adjoint ofa Galois connection i.e., it has an upper adjoint g (such that (P, f  g, Q) is 
a Galois connection) iffJbr all qeQ, there is some peP such thatf  - l(~q) = ~p, i.e., iffthe 
inverse image under f of every principal ideal in Q is a principal ideal in P. 
Theorem 1.4. Let (P, ~<) and (Q, ~<) be posets. There is a Galois connection between 
(P, <<.) and (Q, <<,) if and only if the following four conditions hold: 
(1) There exist P* ~_ P, Q* ~_ Q, and an order-isomorphism i: P* ~Q*. 
(2) There exists an equivalence relation ~p on P such that P* is a system oJ 
representatives for ~p and there exists an equivalence r lation ~o. on Q such that Q* is 
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Fig. |. The structure of Galois and Lagois connections. (a) Galois connection: The blossoms in Q are 
growing upwards; (b) Increasing Lagois connection: The blossoms in Q are growing downwards. 
a system of representatives for ~e. The members of P* resp. Q* are called the buds or 
budpoints and the equivalence classes are called blossoms. 
(3) I f  p ~ P and p * ~ P * with p ~ p p*, then p ~ p *; and if q ~ Q and q * ~ Q * with q ~ o q *, 
then q>~q*. 
(4) l f  pl <~p2 in P and p* ,p~P*  with Pl~PP* and pz~pp*,  then p* <~p*, and iJ 
q l~q2 in Q and q~,q~Q* with qx,.~qq * and q2~qq*,  then q~-< * "-~qz .
I f  the four conditions hold and r : P ~P*  and s : Q ~ Q* are the canonical mappings 
onto the systems of representatives, then the Galois connection isgiven by (P, Jr, i- 1 s, Q ). 
Corollary 1.5. Let P and Q be posets, c : P~P be a closure operator, and i: Q~Q be an 
interior operator such that c [P] and i[Q ] are isomorphic (with their inherited orders). IJ 
h : c [P] ~ i [Q ] is such an isomorphism, then (P, hc, h- 1 i, Q) is a Galois connection. 
Theorems 1.4 and 3.20 (see below) give an insight in the structure of Galois and 
Lagois connections, and make it possible to draw an easy-to-conceive picture that 
indicates these structures and their differences ( ee Fig. 1). 
Proposition 1.6. I f  (P,f,g,Q) and (Q,fO, R) are Galois connections, then so is 
(P,/f, gO, R). 
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We will denote tile Galois connection (P, ffgO, R) of the above proposition by 
(Q,~O,R)o(P,f,g,Q), and call it the composite of (P, fg ,  Q) with (Q,f,~,R). This 
composition operation is clearly associative. 
Proposition 1.7. Every Galois connection (P, fg ,  Q) is a composite of Galois 
connections 
(Q', e2, r2, Q) " (P', il, i2, Q') ° (P, rl, el, P') 
where 
(1) r I is onto and el is one-to-one, 
(2) i 1 and i 2 are isomorphisms that are inverse to each other, and 
(3) e2 is one-to-one and r 2 is onto. 
2. Lagois connections 
In considering poset systems from computer science and mathematics, one fre- 
quently has the situation of a system ((P, ~<),f, g, (Q, ~<)) for which both fg and gf  are 
closure operators (resp., both are interior operators). The existence of such systems 
motivates the concept of "Lagois connection". 
These new connections, then, come in two types which we call increasing (or closed) 
Lagois connections and decreasing (or open) Lagois connections. 
Definition 2.1. A poset system L=(P,f ,  g, Q) is called an increasing (or closed) Lagois 
connection iff 
(LC1) gf  is an increasing function, 
(LC2) fg is an increasing function, 
(LC3) fg f=f  and 
(LC4) gfg=g. 
L is called a decreasing (or open) Lagois connection iff both gfandfg are decreasing 
and fq f=f  and gfg = g. 
Notice that the first two conditions ((LC1) and (LC2)) in the definition of 
Lagois connection are just like (GC1) and (GC2) in the definition of Galois 
connection, but with (LC2) "switched". The last two conditions ((LC3) and 
(LC4)) that each of f and g is a quasi-inverse for the other are precisely part 
(1) of Proposition 1.2. Thus every Galois connection satisfies three of the four defining 
properties of a Lagois connection. Unlike the case of Galois connections, these last 
two conditions do not follow from the first two [see Example 4.8 and Proposition 
3.15], and without hem the resulting concept appears to be too weak to be of general 
interest. 
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3. Results 
3.1. Lago& duality and symmetry 
Definition 3.1. If J=((P,<~),fg,(Q,<<.)) is a poset system then the poset system 
((P, >~),fg,(Q, >~)) will be called the opposite or dual of J and will be denoted by jop, 
whereas ((Q, ~<), g , f  (P, ~<)) will be called the transpose of J and will be denoted by jtr. 
Proposition 3.2. For any poser system J = ((P, ~<),f, g, (Q, ~<)) the following are equiva- 
lent: 
(1) J is an increasing Lagois connection. 
(2) jtr is an increasing Lagois connection. 
(3) jop is a decreasing Lagois connection. 
(4) (jop)tr is a decreasing Lagois connection. 
By the above proposition, increasing and decreasing Lagois connections can be 
easily transformed into each other, and statements about one type of Lagois connec- 
tion can be immediately transformed into statements about the other. Therefore in the 
remainder of the paper we will deal primarily with increasing Lagois connections, and 
we will call them simply Lagois connections when no confusion is likely. The proposi- 
tion above gives an analogue of Proposition 1.2(2), which (with the above terminol- 
ogy) says that a poset system J is a Galois connection if and only if (jop)tr is a Galois 
connection. Note that if J is a Galois connection then neither joy nor jtr need be 
Galois connections. 
3.2. Properties o.1" Lagois connections 
Since the following proposition holds for all poset systems, it provides ome insight 
into Proposition 1.2(3) and yields the analogous result for Lagois connections. Its 
corollary also provides an alternative definition for Lagois connection. 
Proposition 3.3. Let J=(P,f ,g,  Q) be a poser system. 
(1) J satisfies the condition (LC3) (i.e.,Jgf--f) if and only if it satisfies the condition 
(LCY) for each qeQ, qe f [P ]  if and only iffg(q)=q. 
(2) J satisfies the condition (LC4) (i.e., gfg =g) if and only if it satisfies the condition 
(LC4') .for each peP, peg[Q] if and only if gf(p)=p. 
Corollary 3.4. A poset system (P, f  g, Q) is a Lagois connection if and only if it satisfies 
properties (LC1), (LC2), (LCY), and (LC4'). 
The next six results are direct analogues of 1.2(3), 1.2(5) through 1.2(8), and 1.3. 
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Proposition 3.5. Let ( P,f, g, Q) be a Lagois connection. Then the images g [Q ] and f [ P ] 
are isomorphic partially ordered sets, and the restrictions of f  and g to these images are 
isomorphisms that are inverses of each other. 
Proposition 3.6. Let (P,f  g, Q) be a Lagois connection. Then both gf  and fg are closure 
operators. 1 
Proposition 3.7. Let (P, f, g, Q) be a Lagois connection and let q ~f  [P] and p ~g [Q ]. 
Then f X(q) has a largest member, which is g(q), and g- l(p) has a largest member, which 
is f(p). 
Proofi If qt f [P] ,  then fg(q) = q by Proposition 3.3. Therefore g(q)tf  l(q). Further- 
more, if pef -  ~(q), then f(p) = q, so g(q) = gf(p) >1 p, which implies that g(q) = V f -  ~ (q). 
The assertion about p follows from the above via Proposition 3.2. [~ 
Proposition 3.8. Let (P,f,g, Q) be a Lagois connection and let peP and q~Q. Then 
g f (p )=/ \  {p*~g[Q] Ip*~>p} and fg(q)=A {q*ef [P]  ]q*>~q}. 
Proof. fq(q)~f[P] and fg(q)>jq, thus fg(q)e{q*ef[P] Iq*~>q}. Now let q*~f[P] 
with q* >~q. Then q* =fg(q*)>~fg(q), which impliesfg(q)= A {q*~f[P] lq* >~q}. The 
assertion about gffollows from the above via Proposition 3.2. [] 
Theorem 3.9. / f  (P,f, g, Q) is a Lagois connection, then the functions f and g uniquely 
determine ach other; in fact 2 
g (q)=Vf  -1 [/~ {q*~f[P] Iq* ~>q}] =Vf  -1 [ A (Tqc~f[P])] 
and 
f (P )=Vg - I [A  {p*~g[Q]Ip*~>p}]=V g- ' [A (TP~g[Q] ) ]  . 
Proofi Let q~Q. Since fg(q)ef[P], Proposition 3.7 implies that, g(q)=gfg(q)= 
Vf - l ( fg(q)) ,  so by Proposition 3.8 we can conclude that 
g(q) = V f -  1 [ A {q * ~f  [P] I q * >/q} ]. The assertion aboutffollows from the above via 
Proposition 3,2. 
Theorem 3.10. Let P and Q be posets. Then an order-preserving function f :  P ~Q has 
a Lagois adjoint g (i.e., there is an order-preserving function g :Q~P such that 
(P,f,g, Q) is a Lagois connection) if[': 
(1) f X(q) has a largest member, for all qt f [P] .  
(2) Tqc~f[P] has a smallest member, for all q~Q. 
1 Note that for decreasing (or open) Lagois connections both gfand fq are interior operators. 
2Tq={z~Qlz>~q}. 
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(3) The restriction of f from {Vf - l (q ) l  q~f[P]} to its image f [P]  is an order- 
isomorphism. 
Proof. ~:  (1) follows from Proposition 3.7. (2) follows from Proposition 3.8. (3) By 
Proposition 3.7 and the fact that gfg=g we have that g[Q]=gf[P]= 
{g(q) lqef [P] } = { V f -  l(q) lqef[P] }. Therefore (3) follows from Proposition 3.5. 
~:  (1) and (2) guarantee that we can define a function g:Q~P by 
g(q) := V f - l ( /~  (Tq c~f[P])). We claim that g is the Lagois adjoint we are searching 
for. Let peP and qeQ. 
(a) To see that g is order-preserving let ql<~q2 in Q. Then A(Tqlnf[P])<. 
A(Tqz~f[P]),  which by (1) and (3) implies that Vf-l(/k(Tqlc~f[P]))<~ 
Vf -  I(A (Tq2 ~f  [P])) => g(q~)<~g(q2). 
(b) fq(q)=f(Vf - l (A(Tq~f[P] ) ) ) ,  and by (1)this equals /k(tqc~f[P])>~q. 
Hence fg is increasing. 
(c) gf  (P) = V f - l(/k (T f (p) c~ f [P] )) = V f - l ( f  (p)) >~ p. Hence gf  is increasing. 
(d) fqf(p)=f(gf(p)), which by (c) equalsf(Vf-~(f(p))). But by (1) this isf(p). 
(e) gfq(q)=gf(g(q)), which by (c)is Vf-~(fo(q)). By the definition of g this is 
Vf - ' ( f (V f  l(/k (Tq~f[P])))). By (1)this equals vf -a ( /k  (Tqc~f[P]))=g(q). 
Therefore g is the Lagois adjoint off. [] 
Unlike the situation with Galois connections, in a Lagois connection (P,f,.q,Q) 
neitherfnor g need preserve meets or joins (even when P and Q are complete lattices) 
[see Example 4.10]. Thus there is no direct analogue of 1.2(9). However, we do have 
the following analogues of 1.2(10) 1.2(12). Notice that the proofs of these analogues 
are valid for both Lagois and Galois connections. 
Proposition 3.11. I f  (P,f g, Q) is a Lagois connection and A ~_ g [Q], then 
(1) the meet of A in g[Q] exists !land only if the meet of A in P exists, and whenever 
either exists, they are equal. 
(2) the join h of A in g[Q] exists if the join a' of A in P exists, and in this case 
gt=gf (a' ). 
Proof. (1) ~:  Let b be the meet of A in P. We need to prove that beg[Q]. We have 
b <~ of(b) <~ of(a)= a for all a e A. Thus of(b) is a lower bound for A that is greater than 
or equal to b, which implies that b=gf(b), i.e., beg[Q]. 
~: Let b be the meet of A in g[Q] and let d be a lower bound for A in P. Then for 
all aeA: d<<.gf(d)<~gf(a)=a. Therefore of(d) is a lower bound for A in g[Q] and 
hence d <<.gf(d)<-% b, so b is the meet of A in P. It follows that the meets are equal 
whenever they exist. 
(2) Let a' be the join of A in P. Then for all aeA we have that gf(a')>>-a'>~a, i.e., 
gf(a') is an upper bound for A in g[Q]. Let p=gf(p) be any upper bound for A in 
gf[Q]. Then p~a'; hence gf(p)~gf(a'). [] 
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Notice that the converse of 3.11 (2) need not hold. For example if P = {x I 0 < x ~< 1 }, 
Q={1}, andfand  g are both constant functions to 1, then (P,f,g,Q) is both a Lagois 
and a Galois connection, but the join of the empty set, A, exists in g [Q] (and equals 1), 
but the join of A fails to exist in the set P. 
Proposition 3.12. If (P,f, g, Q) is a Lagois connection, then 
(1) the codomain restriction o f f  to f [P]  preserves all existing joins in P and all 
existing meets in P of subsets of g[Q], and 
(2) the codomain restriction of g to g[Q ] preserves all existing joins in Q and all 
existing meets in Q of subsets off[P]. 
Proof. Let A ~ P be such that its join (denoted by) b exists in P. For a~A we have 
b>>-a which implies thatf(b)~f(a). Thus f(b) is an upper bound for f[-A] in f [P ] .  
Suppose f(c) is an upper bound for f [A]  in f[P]. Then for all aeA we have that 
f(a)<<.f(c) and therefore a<<.gf(a)<<.gf(c), so that gf(c) is an upper bound for A 
in P. Hence b<~gf(c), so that f(b)%fgf(c)=f(c). Thus f (b) is  the join of f [A ]  
i n f [P ] .  
The assertion about the meet follows directly from Propositions 3.5 and 3.11. 
Finally (2) follows from (1) by Proposition 3.2. 
Corollary 3.13. If (P,f, g, Q) is a Lagois connection and P is a (complete) lattice, then so 
is f[P], and if Q is a (complete) lattice, then so is g[Q]. 
l~ l f [P l l -  1 Proof. Suppose P is a complete lattice. Let A ~f[P] .  Then tJfgEQ1J [A] ~g[Q] 
has a join j and a meet m in P andf[(f];g[~])-'CA] ] = A by Proposition 3.5. Therefore 
by Proposition 3.12f( j)  is the join andf(m) is the meet of A in f [P ] .  Hencef [P ]  is 
complete. The proof for the case that P is a - not necessarily complete - lattice is the 
same with the additional hypothesis that A is finite, in which case f - I [A ]  is finite as 
well by Proposition 3.5. Finally the assertion concerning Q follows from the above via 
Proposition 3.2. [~ 
3.3. Generation of Lagois connections 
Proposition 3.14. Let P be any poser, and c: P-~P be any closure operator on P. Then 
(P,c,c,P) is a Lagois connection. 
Proposition 3,15. Let J =(P,~ g, Q) be a poser system with properties (LC1) and (LC2); 
i.e., fg and g fare increasing. Then the following hold: 
(1) l f  J has condition (LC3) (i.e.,fgf=f), then (P,f gfg, Q) is a Lagois connection. 
(2) If J has condition (LC4) (i.e., gfq=g), then (P,Jg~g, Q) is a Lagois connection. 
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(3) / f  either fg or g f  is idempotent, hen (P, fgfgfg,  Q), (Q,Jgfg,fgfg, Q), and 
(P, gfgf, g fg f  P), are Lagois connections; i.e.,fgfg and gfgf  are closure operators. 
Notation. If f :  X~ Y is a function, then f defines an equivalence relation on X. We 
denote this equivalence relation by ---:, where x- :x '  i f f f (x)=f(x') .  For x~X we 
denote the equivalence class containing x by [x]:. 
Corollary 3.16. Let (P,f  g, Q) be a Lagois connection, and let f ' :  P--*Q be an order- 
preserving map such that 
(1) ---f is a refinement of - : ,  and 
(2) for each peP, [p]f, has a largest element - call it p* - with f ' (p)=f(p*).  
Then (P,f', gf '  g, Q) is a Lagois connection. 
Proof. Let peP. Then by (1) [p]: ~_ [p]:,. Let p' be the largest element of [p]: (which 
exists by Proposition 3.7) and let p* be the largest element of [p]:, (which exists by 
(2)). Then p'<~p* and thus by (2) and Proposition 3.7f(p)=f(p')<<.f(p*)=f'(p), i.e.
f<~f'. Therefore since fg and gf  are increasing functions o are g f '  and f 'g.  
Moreover by (1) p* is also the largest member of some =:-equivalence class. 
Therefore gf(p*)=p* and hence f 'g f ' (p)=f ' (g f (p*) )=f ' (p*)=f (p*)=f ' (p) .  So 
f 'g f '  =f'. 
Hence by Proposition 3.15(1), (P, f ' ,gf 'g,Q) is a Lagois connection. [] 
3.4. Galois connections c~ Lagois connections 
The results of this section give an insight into Proposition 1.2(13) as well as its 
Lagois analogue, and show that Lagois insertions (defined below) can be thought of as 
the intersection of Galois connections and Lagois connections. 
Lemma 3.17. Let J = (P, f  g, Q) be a poset system in which f and g are quasi-inverses oJ 
each other, i.e., (LC3) and (LC4) hold. Then conditions (1), (2) and (3) below are 
equivalent, and conditions (4), (5) and (6) below are equivalent. 
(1) g is one-to-one, (2) f is onto, (3) fg = id o, 
(4) f is one-to-one, (5) g is onto, (6) gf=idQ. 
Definition 3.18. An increasing (resp., decreasing) Lagois connection (P, fg ,  Q) for 
which either f or g is one-to-one is called an increasing (resp. decreasing) Lagois- 
insertion. 
Note that a Galois insertion (cf. Definition 1.1 (2)) is one type of decreasing Lagois 
insertion (cf. part 2 of Proposition 3.19), but that the other type of decreasing Lagois 
insertion is not a Galois connection, although its transpose is one. 
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Proposition 3.19. Let J -~(P,fg, Q) be a poset system with g one-to-one. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) J is an increasing Lagois insertion, 
(b) J is both an increasing Lagois connection and a Galois connection, 
(c) J is an increasing Lagois connection, 
(d) J is a Galois connection, 
and the following are also equivalent: 
(e) J is a decreasing Lagois insertion, 
(f) J is a decreasing Lagois connection and jr, is a Galois connection, 
(g) J is a decreasing Lagois connection, 
(h) jr, is a Galois connection. 
3.5. Posets supporting Lagois connections 
The following result is an existence result for Lagois connections that is completely 
analogous to Theorem 1.4, 
Theorem 3.20. Let (P, ~<) and (Q, ~<) be posets. There is a Lagois connection between 
(P, ~<) and (Q, <~) if and only if the following four conditions hold: 
(1) There exist order-isomorphic subsets P* ~_ P and Q* ~ Q. 
(2) There exists an equivalence relation ~p on P such that P* is a system oJ 
representatives for ~p and there exists an equivalence r lation ~o. on Q such that Q* is 
a system of representatives for ~o" The members of P* resp. Q* are called the buds or 
budpoints and the equivalence classes are called blossoms. 
(3) I f  p~P and p*~ P* with p'~pp*, then p<~p*; and if q~Q and q*~Q* with q,,~Qq*, 
then q <~ q *. 
(4) I f  p~ <<,p2 in P and p~,p~P*  with p~ ~ep* and p2~pp~, then pt <~p~, and iJ 
ql ~q2 in Q and q*,q* ~Q* with q~oq*  and q2~oq*, then q* <~q~. 
Proof. o:  Let (P,f,g, Q) be a Lagois connection. 
(1) Let P* =g[ f [P ] ] ,  which by Proposition 3.3 is g[Q]. By Proposition 3.7 this is 
{ V f  l (q) lq~f[p] }. Similarly, let Q* - f [P ] ,  which by Proposition 3.3 isf[g[Q]],  
and by Proposition 3.8 is {/~ T(q c~f[P])[q~Q}. Then f *  defined as the restriction 
flQp, * is an order-isomorphism. 
(2) Set Pl ~PPz ~f (P l )=f (P2) .  By Proposition 3.7 P* is a system of representa- 
tives for we that satisfies (3). Let ~Q be the equivalence relation given by ql ~q2 
~f(g(ql))-=f(g(qz)). By Proposition 3,3 we have that q~ ~Qq2 iffg(q~)=g(qz). Then 
f(g(q)) clearly is the representative of the equivalence class [q] ofq that lies in Q* and 
satisfies (3). 
(3) see (2) 
(4) p~ <~P2 ~ g(J'(P,))<~g(f(P2)), q <~q2 ~ f(g(q,))<~f(g(q2)). 
~: Let peP and q~Q. By (2) we can find p*6P, q*~Q such that {p*}=P*c~[p] 
and {q* }=Q* c~[q]. Let f*:P*--+Q* be an order-isomorphism, and set 
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f(P) :=f*(P*), g(q):= ( f* ) - l (q , ) .  Then by (1)fand g are well-defined and by (4) and 
(1)fand g are order-preserving. That fy f=fand gf9 =g follows from the definitions 
of f and g and (1), whilefg>~idQ and gf>~idv follow from the definitions of f and g 
and (3). [] 
Corollary 3.21. Let P and Q be posets, and c :P~P and i: Q~Q be closure operators 
such that c[P ] and i[Q ] are isomorphic (with their inherited orders), l f  h" c[P ]~i[Q ] is 
such an isomorphism, then (P, hc, h i i, Q) is a Lagois connection. 
3.6. Composition and decomposition of Lagois connections 
Unlike Galois connections the natural composite of Lagois connections need not be 
a Lagois connection. [See Example 4.9.] However, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.22. Let ( P , f  g, Q) and (Q,.~ g, R) be Lagois connections. Then ( P, f f gg, R) is 
a Lagois connection iff 
of f [P]  ~-f[P] and fgg[R] -~0[R], 
i.e., iff the Of-closure of each J'g-closed element remains fg-closed and the fg-closure oJ 
each Of-closed element remains Of-closed. 
Proof. ~" Let reR, and peP. Then since fg, g f, fg, and g f  are increasing 
ffgO(r) >~fO(r)~ r and ggff(P) ~ gf(P)>>- P. Since Off[P] ~_ f [P] we have fggff(P) = 
gff(P) for any peP, and thus ffgOff(p)=fOff(p)=ff(p). 
Similarly gOffgO(r) = gJ'YO(r) = gO(r). 
~" Suppose Off[P] ~f [P] .  Then there is a teOff[P] \ J [P]  and there are seR, 
pep such that t=0(s) and s=ff(p). Then ffg(t)=ffgoff(p)=ff(p)=fOff(p)= 
fO(s) =f(t). 
On the other hand by Proposition 3.7 we have t=O(s)=Vf-l(s). Thus since 
t q~f[P] it follows that q :=fg(t) > t = V f -  l(s) . Hence ffg(t) =f(q)>f(t)  [since if they 
were equal we would have t# V f -  l(s)]. But this contradicts the fact that f fg(t)=f (t). 
The proof of the other inclusion is similar. 
When such a poset system (P, ffgO, R) is a Lagois connection we will denote it by 
(Q,J~ g, R) c (p,f, g, Q), and call it the composite of (P,f g, Q) with (Q,J~ g, R). 
Corollary 3.23. If (P, fg ,  Q) and (Q,fO, R) are Lagois connections and if either 
0[R] ~ f [P ]  or 0JR] ~-f[P] then (P,ffgO, R) is a Lagois connection. 
Proof. If O[R]~_f[P], then by Proposition 3.5 of f [P]=f[P] .  Moreover 
fgO[R] ~-f[P] -~0[R]. If 0JR] ~-f[P], then by Proposition 3.5 fgO[R]=O[R]. 
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Moreover .~ff[P]~_~[R]~_f[P]. Thus, in either case the theorem can be 
applied. [] 
Next, we have an analogue of Proposition 1.7. 
Theorem 3.24 (Decomposition theorem for Lagois connections). Every increasing 
Lagois connection (P, f  g, Q) is a composite 
(Q*,ez,rz,Q)°(P*, i l , iz,Q*)°(P, rx,el ,P *) 
where 
(1) (P, r l ,dl ,  P*) is an increasing Lagois insertion, 
(2) il and i2 are isomorphisms that are inverse to each other, and 
(3) (Q*, e2, r2, Q) is an increasing Lagois insertion. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.20, let P*:=g[Q], and Q*:=f[P]. Also let 
p* Q* * p* 
rl :=(gf)lp , rz :=(fq)lQ , in :=/IQ*, i2 :=gIQ*, and let ea be the inclusion function from 
P* to P, and ez be the inclusion function from Q* to Q. 
Then clearly (P*, il, iz, Q*) is a Lagois isomorphism by Proposition 3.5 which 
proves (2). Let p*cP~,.and p~P. Then rae~(p*)=(gf)l~*e~(p*)=gf(p*)>~p*,p. P* 
and elrl(p)=ex(gf)]p (p)=gf(p)>~p. Also rlelrl(p)=(gf)lp el(gf)[p (p)= 
gfgf(p) = gf(p) = rl (p) and el rl el (p*) = el (g/)l~* el (p*) = gf(p *) = p * = el (p*). Hence 
(1) holds. (3) follows by a dual argument (cf. Proposition 3.2). [] 
Notice that the above theorem gives the fact that each mapping of a Lagois 
connection uniquely determines the other (cf. Theorem 3.9) as an immediate corollary. 
4. Examples of Lagois connections 
The results of Section 3 already provide numerous examples of Lagois connections. 
If (P,f,g, Q) is any Galois connection in which either f or g is one-to-one, then by 
Proposition 3.19 we immediately obtain a Lagois connection. But even if this is not 
the case, since gfis a closure operator on P, (P, g f, g f, P) will be a Lagois connection. 
Below we will provide detailed examples of independent interest. The first of these is 
a verification that two interpreters are equivalent. 
4.1. Interpreter equivalence 
In this section we show when proving that two interpreters S and T are equivalent, 
a Lagois connection between their state sets arises naturally. The form of interpreter 
equivalence we consider is inspired by McGowan's mapping technique as presented in 
[10]. The exposition here is also influenced by [6]. 
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4.1.1. An operational intetTreter model 
We assume that an interpreter S consists of a set M of states and a next state or 
successor relation ~ on M. We define the state transformation relation ~< on M to be 
the transitive reflexive closure of ~ .  Then for two states s and s', s ~< s' if and only if 
s may be transformed into s' in a finite number of steps. 
An interpreter state s is final if it has no successor. A computation from state 
So by an interpreter is either a finite sequence of states So,S,, . . . ,s,  where 
state s, is final or an infinite sequence So,S1 .... In either case, it must 
hold that si- x ~ si for all relevant i. In the first case, the computat ion is terminating 
and the result is (contained in) the final state s,; in the second case, the computation is
nonterminating. 
We assume that ~< is a partial ordering; that is, there are no two distinct 
states s and s' such that s<~s' and s'<~s. (This assumption is only a 
technical convenience. We could let <~ be a pre-order, and we could also 
define Lagois connections for pre-ordered sets.) For simplicity we also assume 
that interpreters are deterministic, i.e., every state has at most one 
successor. 
4.1.2. The existence of a Lago& connection 
Let two interpreters S = (Ms, ~s)  and T= (MT, ~r )  be given. One may think of S as 
a source language interpreter and of T as a target language interpreter. We want to 
prove that they are equivalent. 
In [6] it is shown that a Galois insertion can be used in special cases to show that 
two interpreters are equivalent. The special cases are those when one of the functions 
between the interpreters (see below) is injective. When we attempted to generalize the 
results in [6], we were unable to generalize them to Galois connections. However, as 
we show below the results do generalize to Lagois connections. The maps of the 
Lagois connections discussed in this section are in fact compilers from one interpreter 
to the other. It was while working on a problem similar to the one described in this 
section that Lagois connections were first observed. 
A standard method for proving that the two interpreters S and T are equivalent 
involves two functions, say f :  Ms~MT and 9 : M~Ms,  and the two (or four) figures 
shown below. One needs to show that Figs. 2 and 3 commute. 
These figures' commuting means that each move in S can be mimicked by zero or 
more moves in T, and each move in T can be mimicked by zero or more moves in S. 
It should be noted that these figures though intuitively correct are not completely 
technically correct. The difficulty arises when a move in S is mimicked by zero 
moves in T; then by the argument given below we see that g(t):~s'. If there are zero 
moves made in T in Fig. 2, then t =f(s). The problem with Fig. 2 can clearly be seen if 
we assume 
• that the move s ~ s' is mimicked by zero moves in T, 
• that g(t)=s' (i.e., g(f(s))=s'  because t=f(s)  by the first assumption), and 
• that there is a move from s' ~ s" which is also mimicked by zero moves in T 
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one move in S 
S S t 
zero or more moves in T 
f ( s )  ' t 
where g(t) = s' 
Fig. 2. Intuitive mimicking of one move in S. 
t 
g(t) 
one move in T 
t' 
zero or more moves in S i f 
where f (s )  = t' 
.S 
Fig. 3. Intuitive mimicking of one move m 72 
one move in S 
8 L S ! 
I s i g 
one or more moves in T 
f ( s )  ' t 
where g(t) = s' 
Fig. 4. Mimicking a non-"zero" move in S. 
because then the assumpt ion  which says that g( f ( s ) )=s '  must also say that 
g( f ( s ) )=s ' .  However, since s '#s ' ,  it follows that g is not a function. Therefore, when 
s~s '  is mimicked by zero moves in T, then g( t )#s ' .  A similar difficulty arises in 
Fig. 3 when a move in T is mimicked by zero moves in S. Thus  to be technical ly 
correct Fig. 2 should be replaced by Figs. 4 and 5, and Fig. 3 should be replaced by 
Figs. 6 and 7. 
As seen from the figures the state t rans format ion  relat ions ~<s and ~<T which are 
defined on S and  T, respectively, are preserved by f and g, i.e., f and g are order- 
preserving functions. 
Whenever X and Y are sets and ~ : X ~ Y is a function from X to Y, then ~ partit ions 
X into natural  equivalence classes where x and x'  are equivalent if and only if 
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one  one  one  one  
move move move move 
8 = 8 0 ~ 81 ~ . . . ~ 6~ ~ .S t 
o~e or more move~ i~ r 
f (~)  ' t 
where  for i=0 ,  1 . . . .  , n - 1 each move S~s  si+ 1 is mimicked  by zero moves  in T, the move 
s. ~s  s' is mimicked  by a sequence  o f  one or  more  moves  in 7". f ( s )=f (s l )  for each 
i=0,  1 . . . . .  n, and  g(t )=s ' .  
Fig.  5. M imick ing  "zero"  moves  in S. 
one  move in  T 
t ~ IS I 
I g i one or  more  moves  in  S 
g(t) L's 
where f (s )  = t' 
Fig. 6. M imick ing  a non-"zero"  move in T. 
f 
e(x)=e(x').  Said differently, ~ partitions X into the fibers of e, where a fiber of e is 
a nonempty subset of the form ~-l(y)  for ye Y. Each element of the partition is an 
equivalence class. 
The fibers of f and 9 which we call computation states are computationally signifi- 
cant with respect o S and T. These fibers or computation states partition Ms and 
Mr  into computationally equivalent equivalence classes, i.e., for each computation 
state in S there is an equivalent or corresponding computation state in T, and likewise 
for each computation state in T there is an equivalent or corresponding computation 
state in S. Thus, there is a natural one-to-one correspondence b tween the computa- 
tion states in S and the computation states in T; this one-to-one correspondence of 
course matches equivalent computation states with equivalent computation states. In 
Figs. 4 and 6 {s} and {t} are (singleton) computation states; in Figs. 5 and 
7 {So, sl ..... s, } and {to, t l .... , t,,} are computation states. 
As seen from Figs. 5 and 7 there is a linear ordering of the elements in each 
computation state. The computation states determined by Figs. 4 and 6 are single 
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one one one one 
move move move move 
t =t0  ==~t l  ==~ • • • ==~ tm ==#- t ~ <f  I 
I o~e o~ mo~e move~ i  S 
where forj = 0, 1, ..., n - 1 each move tj ~ r t j+ a is mimicked by zero moves in S, the move 
t,, o r t' is mimicked by' a sequence of one or more moves in S, g(t)=g(tj) for each 
j = 0, 1 ..... m, and f(s) = t'. 
Fig. 7. Mimicking "zero" moves in ?2 
one one one one 
move move move move 
S = ~qo ~ 81 z:zzzz~ " ' "  ~ 8n  ~ 8 ! 
f ( s )  =to  ==> tl ==> "'" ==> tm ~ t 
Fig. 8. images in computation states. 
tons, and thus they are also l inearly ordered.  Also f rom Figs. 5 and 7 it is seen that 
f and g map each e lement in a computat ion  state to the least e lement of the 
cor respond ing  computat ion  state. Thus, as expected the one- to -one  cor respondence  
between computat ions  states in S and computat ion  states in T is built into J 
and g. 
To  see more  clearly that fand  g map all e lements in a computat ion  state to the least 
e lements of  the cor respond ing  computat ion  state, cons ider  Fig. 8 which is a combina-  
t ion of  Figs. 5 and 7. In Fig. 8 for i=0 ,1 , . . . ,n -1  the moves  S i~ss i+ l  produce  
no moves  in T, i.e., each move Si~sS~+l is mimicked  by zero moves  in T. Then  
for the move S.~sS '  the sequence of  moves  f ( s )=to~rt l~r ' "~r t , ,~r t  is 
generated in T, i.e., the move Sn~sS '  in S is mimicked  by the sequence 
f (s )  = to ~T tl ~T""  ~r  t,, ~r  t. We know that for i=  0, 1 . . . . .  n each sl is mapped by 
f to f ( s ) ,  and we know that g ( t )= s'. But where does g map the t j? Let j 'E  { 1, 2 . . . . .  m}. If  
g ( t ; )  = se for i 'E { l, 2 . . . . .  n}, then the sequence of  moves  So ~s  Sl ~s ' "  ~s  s~, would  
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correspond to a sequence of T-moves containing to ~T tl =e'r "'" =~T t~,, i.e.,f(sl,) ~> r tj, 
because we would need the information in t j, to correspond to, i.e., to mimic, the 
information in sl,. However, we know this is not the case because f (se)=f(s)=to.  
Thus, g(tj)<~s s for all j = O, 1 ..... m. g(tj) may be strictly less than s because s may be in 
the middle of a sequence of S-moves all of which correspond to zero moves in T. 
From the above discussion it follows that f and g map each element in a 
computation state to the least element of the corresponding computation state. 
Thus, for ssMs,  f(s) and s are in corresponding computation states, and 
likewise g(f(s)) and f(s) are in corresponding computation states. Hence, gf(s) 
and s are in the same computation state. Further, gf(s) is the least element 
in this computation state. Therefore, for each seMs we have that gf(s)<~sS 
and likewise for each teMr  we have that fq(t)<.rt. Further, for each seS 
we have that f(s) and fgf(s) are in the same computation state, and since both 
are the least element in the computation state, then f(s)=fgf(s).  Likewise for each 
teT  we have that g(t)=gfg(t). And we have already established that f and g are 
order-preserving. 
Thus, when S and T are equivalent interpreters and when f :Ms--*Mr and 
g:Mr~Ms are the functions used in determining the equivalence, we have that 
(Ms , f  g, Mr) is a decreasing Lagois connection. 
4.1.3. Exarnple source language interpreter 
Now we consider an example: a source language S of arithmetic infix expressions 
with left to right evaluation and a target language T of arithmetic postfix expressions. 
In S both addition and subtraction of integers are "hard-wired" in. However, in T we 
can only add and negate integers. Thus, we perform a subtraction by adding an 
inverse. 
The states of S are fully parenthesized, marked infix expressions, that is, fully 
parenthesized, infix expressions with a locus. The locus aids in defining the left to right 
order of reduction (evaluation) of subexpressions. Thus an expression together with 
a locus is comparable to a program together with a program counter except hat the 
expression is reduced (modified) as computation proceeds. We think of expressions as 
trees, and the locus as a mark which is attached to (the root of) a subtree. In linear 
expression otation we display the locus as a pair of square brackets around the 
marked subexpression: ((2 + [3]) + 5). 
Explicitly, the states in S are fully parenthesized, marked infix expressions where the 
parenthesized, infix expressions are generated by rules (X1)-(X3) below and where the 
locus markings begin around a whole parenthesized expression, i.e., at the root of the 
tree and are repositioned by (addition) rules (A1)-(A5) and (subtraction) rules 
($2)-($4) below. The initial states in S, i.e., the states in which a computation begins, 
are those with the locus enclosing the whole expression. The final states in S, i.e., the 
states in which computation terminates, are those of the form [N] where N is 
a numeral. 
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Unmarked expressions are defined recursively as follows: 
E ::= N (X1) 
] (E + E) (X2) 
] (E--E) (X3) 
where E is any (unmarked) expression and N is any numeral. 
The evaluation rules are defined as follows: a state (a marked expression) is 
transformed by transforming a subexpression using one of the following rules: 
[(E)] ~s ([E]) (AI) 
[E~+E2] ~s [E,]+E2 (A2) 
(N, +IN2]) ~s IN3] (A3) 
where Na is the sum of N1 and N 2 
[N]+E ~s  N+[E]  (A4) 
[(N)] ~s  [N] (A5) 
The rules for subtraction, which are left out but which could be labeled ($2)-($4), 
are structurally identical to the middle three, with "+"  in each instance replaced by 
" - " .  Observe that no evaluation rule duplicates or throws away the locus. Also, the 
rules with (A3) and ($3) applied before (A4) or ($4) guarantee that all subexpressions 
to the left of the locus are simple numerals; this ensures left to right evaluation. 
4.1.4. Example target language interpreter 
The target language interpreter T is a traditional stack machine which evaluates 
postfix expressions. As this machine can only do additions, it performs a subtraction, 
for example, a -b  by adding a and the (additive) inverse of b. A T-state (stk, con) 
consists of a stack stk which is a sequence of numerals, and a control con which is 
a sequence of operations and numerals. There are commands for pushing integers on 
the stack, for popping an integer and replacing it with its inverse, and for replacing the 
two top stack integers with their sum. Whenever a subtraction eeds to be performed, 
both a neg and an add are placed in the control sequence. As the control sequence is 
processed, the ne9 is encountered before the add. The he9 causes the top of the stack to 
be popped and replaced by its marked inverse. The marking is shown by a t. If a is on 
the top of the stack, then the processing ofa ne9 causes a to be popped and replaced by 
-a t .  We need the he9 symbol - we cannot simply put an add in the control sequence 
and change a numeral into its inverse - because we likely do not know what numeral 
should be replaced by its inverse. Consider (a -  (b + c)) or abc + - .  When this expression 
is loaded into the stack machine, the value (b +c) is not known, so we certainly do not 
know what its inverse is. The marking is used so that we can always determine if the 
operation being performed was originally an addition or a subtraction operation. 
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Explicitly, the states in T are all ordered pairs (stk, con) which can be generated from 
the ordered pair (nil, exp) where exp is a postfix expression by rules (T1)-(T4) 
below. 
The evaluation rules are defined as follows where " . "  is the list append operator for 
stacks, i.e., • shows that a push has occurred, and " :"  is the list append operator for 
sequences. Also nil represents both the empty stack and the empty list. We write, 
for example, a state of T as (nil, 2:3:add); to be more precise we could write 
(nil, 2 : 3 : add: nil). 
In T the initial states are those with stk = nil, and the final states are those with 
con=nil. 
(stk, N :con') s~ (N * stk, con') (T1) 
(N*stk ' ,neg:add:con')  s T ( -N~*stk ' ,add:con ' )  (T2) 
(N 1 * N 2 * stk', add: con') s r (N3 * stk', con') (T3) 
where N3 is N1 plus N2 
(N1 t * N2 * stk', add: con') s T (N3 * stk', con') (T4) 
where N3 is N1 plus N2 
4.1.5. State translation functions 
We do not go through the details showing that each S-transition (A1) (A5) and 
($2)-($4) can be mimicked by one or more T-transitions or that each T-transition 
(T1)-(T4) can be mimicked by one or more S-transitions. We do define the state 
translation functions f :  Ms-- ,MT and 9:MT-- ,Ms.  And we show in a figure a small 
piece of the Lagois connection (Ms , f  9, MT). 
ftranslates a marked expression E into a T-state (stk, con). This translation is such 
that the first addition or subtraction which S would do in E is also the first addition 
that T does in (stk, con). The translation handles the mark as follows: 
• If the square brackets are immediately enclosing a single numeral, i.e., I-N], then 
that numeral and all numerals left of it (in the infix expression in T) are pushed onto 
the stack. 
• If the square brackets are enclosing anything other than a single numeral, then only 
the numerals left of the left bracket are pushed onto the stack. 
The translation is performed as follows: 
(1) If the square brackets enclose precisely a single numeral, then that numeral is 
ticked, but if the square brackets enclose more than a single numeral, then the numeral 
just to the left of the left bracket (if there is such a numeral) is ticked. We use the 
symbol # to show that a numeral is ticked. 
(2) Convert expression to postfix. 
(3) Push the leading numerals up to and including the ticked one from the postfix 
expression onto stk (if there is no ticked numeral, then nothing gets pushed onto stk), 
and place the rest of the postfix expression in con remembering that a sub must be put 
in con as neg : add. 
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Fig. 9. Part of the Lagois connection between the S and T state sets. Computational states are enclosed by 
dotted lines. The symbol ~ denotes equivalent computational states, fand g map entire computational 
states to the smallest member of the corresponding state. 
For  example  given the marked  express ion (2 - ( (3  + [4 ] )+(7-8) ) ) ,  we get 
(1) 4 is t icked, e.g., we have 4#.  
(2) 2 3 4 # add 7 8 sub add  sub. 
(3) (4 • 3 * 2, add:  7 : 8 : ne9 : add:  add  : neg : add) .  
So f ( (2  - ((3 + [4] ) + (7 - 8)))) = (4 * 3 * 2, add : 7 : 8 : neg : add  : add:  neg : add  ). 
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Fig. 10. Coercion maps between the integers with bottom and a set of extended booleans. 
However, if we begin with the marked expression (2 - ( ( [3  + 4] )+(7-8) ) ) ,  then we 
tick the 2, i.e., obtain 2#,  and f ( (2- ( ( [3+4])+(7-8) ) ) )=(2,3:4:add:7:8:neg:  
add : add: neg : add). 
The inverse state translation function g:Mr~Ms translates a state (stk, con) into 
a marked expression E. g performs as follows on an arbitrary element (stk, con) of MT: 
(1) The top of stk - if there is one, i.e., if stk is not empty - is ticked. 
(2) The postfix expression in stk and con is translated into a fully parenthesized, 
infix expression. 
(3) If stk is empty, then the square brackets are placed around the whole infix 
expression. If stk is not empty, then the square brackets are placed immediately 
around the ticked numeral at the top of stk. (If the ticked numeral is also marked with 
a t - due to the processing of a neg from con, the "~ is removed.) 
4.2. Coercion maps 
Let Z~ be the flat domain of the integers with a bottom or least element, and let 
Ext B := { ±, nF, nN, nT, F, N, T } be the set of extended Booleans, where T represents 
true, F represents false, N represents neutral, nT represents not true, nF represents not 
false, nN represents not neutral, and 3_ represents no knowledge. The order on Ext B 
is given in Fig. 10. In trying to find coercion maps between Z± and Ext B, we of course 
want to find isomorphic substructures; and further, it would be pleasing if the 
"movements"  of the nonisomorphic elements to the isomorphic ones were uniform in 
both sets. Indeed there is a decreasing or open Lagois connection between Z± and 
Ext B that provides such a coercion; see Fig. 10.f: Z± ~Ext  B is defined by f ( -  1) = F, 
f (O)=N,f (1)= T, andf takes  all other points in Z~ to 3_. g:ExtB~Z± is defined by 
g (F )= --1, g (N)=0,  g (T )= 1, and g takes all other points in ExtB to 3_. 
Claim 4.1. Let X be the set Z± or the set Ext B, and let Y be the other of the two sets, 
and let (X, ~, fl, Y) be a Lagois or Galois connection. Then (X, ~, fl, Y) must be a decreas- 
ing Lagois connection, i.e., (X,~,fl, Y) can neither be a Galois connection or an 
increasin 9 Lagois connection. 
Proofi Whichever map has domain Z± must map at least two distinct (non-L) 
integers to the same element in Ext B, since the set of integers is infinite and Ext B is 
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not. It follows that (X, c~, fl, Y) cannot be an increasing Lagois connection and if X is 
Z± then (X, :~, fl, Y) cannot be a Galois connection because the blossom containing the 
two distinct integers does not have a largest element [see 1.2(6) and 3.10(1)]. 
If we suppose that (X, e, fi, Y) is a Galois connection with X being Ext B, then by 
1.2(6) blossoms in ExtB must have largest elements which means that F, N and 
T must all have distinct images in Z±. Since e is order-preserving and each of nT, nN, 
and nF is less than two distinct elements of the set {F, N, T} it must be that nT, nN, nF, 
and I are all mapped by c~ to ±, but this cannot be true because then {nT, nN, nF, 1} 
would be a blossom with no largest element. [] 
The coercions maps f and g defined above satisfy the natural condition of order 
preservation. It should, however, be noted that there may be occasions in which one 
might purposely choose to use other coercions maps. For example, ± often implies an 
unending computation; and thus, for the sake of continued computation one might not 
wish for all integers with absolute value strictly greater than one to be coerced to ±. 
Such a decision is, however, based on a pragmatic desire and not on the very natural 
condition of preserving order. 
4.3. Topologies 
Let (X, r) be any topological space, let P=(2 x, ~_), [where 2 x denotes the set of all 
subsets of X],  and let Q=(2 x, 2). If f :  P~Q is given byf(A)=X-,4,  where ,ff is the 
topological closure of A, and g:Q~P is given by g(A)=(X-A), then (P,f g, Q) is 
a Lagois connection, and the Lagois closure operator gf is the topological closure 
operator on 2 x, while the Lagois closure operator fg is the topological interior 
operator on 2 x. 
Notice that, in general, for a topological space (X,r) there is no possible Galois 
connection between the power sets of X (with either order on these power sets) so that 
the Galois closure operator is the topological closure operator and the Galois interior 
operator is the topological interior operator. Indeed, if such a Galois connection does 
exist, then (r, ~), and (~', _~) must be isomorphic lattices [where r' denotes the family 
of all closed sets in the space]. 
4.4. Relations vs. covers 
Let X be a set. Define P to be the set of all reflexive, symmetric relations on 
X ordered by inclusion, and let Q* be the set of all covers U* of X; i.e., U* is a family 
of (not necessarily mutually disjoint) subsets of X whose union is X. Let U* ~<* V* 
mean that U* refines V*. Then ~<* is not a partial order. The relation ~ given by 
U*~ V* :.*~ U*~<* V* and V*~<* U* is an equivalence relation. Let Q:=Q*/~. 
Then [U*]~<[V*] :¢~ U*~<* V* is a definition that does not depend on the chosen 
representatives, and that defines a partial order on Q. Now define f:P---,Q by 
f(p):=[U*] where U* is the partition induced by the transitive closure of p, and 
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define g:Q ~P by g([U *]):= pu*, where Pu* is the transitive closure of the (represen- 
tative-independent) reflexive, symmetric relation ~ defined by xp~,.y :¢~ there exists 
some UeU* with xsU and yeU. Then (P,f,g,Q) is a Lagois connection that is not 
a Galois connection. 
Proof. Clearly ~<* is a preorder on Q*, so that ~< is a (well-defined) partial order on 
Q. The mappingfis well-defined since the transitive closure of a reflexive, symmetric 
relation is an equivalence r lation. To see that g is well-defined let U1, Uz~[U*]eQ, 
then since each of U1 and U2 refines the other for x, yeX we have xp~,,y 
¢~ 3 We U1 : xe W, ye W ~ 3 Ue U2 : xe U, ye U ¢~ xpb~2y. Thus g is well-defined. For 
each peP let tr(p) be the transitive closure of p. To see that g is order-preserving 
let [U*]~<[V*] and let x l ,x2eX,  then x~pu,x2 ~ 3UeU* :xxeU,  x2eU 
3VeV* :x~eV,  xzeV =~ xapv,x2. Thus p~T,~_pv,, which implies 
g([U*])<~g([V*]). To see that f is  order-preserving, letPl -~ P2 in P. Then for each 
Uxe[U~'~] we have that for all x~,x2eU~, Xl tr(pa)x2 and x2 tr(p~)x~, which implies 
that Xx tr(pz)xz and x2 tr(p2)xl. Therefore U1 is contained in an equivalence class of 
P2. Now if V* is the partition induced by tr(p2) then V* is refined by U1. Finally 
gf (p )=g( [U*] )=p~ 7 =tr(p)~>p, fg ( [U* ] )=f (pu . )= [U~'~:.]/> [U*]. Furthermore 
fgf(p)=f(tr (p))=f(p) ,  and gfg([U*])=tr(g([U*]))=g([U*]) .  
4.5. Residuated approximations 
Recall that for every order-preserving map f between complete lattices there is 
a largest residuated map that is smaller than or equal to f This map is called the 
residuated approximation of f  
Let (P, ~<) and (Q, ~<) be complete lattices, and let ([P,Q], ~<1) be the set of all 
order-preserving maps from P to Q ordered by the reversed pointwise order and let 
([Q, P], ~<2) be the set of all order-preserving maps from Q to P ordered by the 
pointwise order. Define F : [P ,Q]~[Q,P]  to map f~--~gr~, where grs is the upper 
adjoint of the residuated approximation r I o f f  Define G: [Q ,P]~[P ,Q]  to map 
g ~--~f.g, where f. is the lower adjoint of the residual approximation cgofg (which is the 
meet of all residual functions that dominate 9). It is easy to see that 
([P, Q], F, G,/-Q,P]) is a Lagois connection. 
Indeed GF(f )  is the residuated approximation off which implies that FGF = F and 
GF(f)  (p) <~ f(p) for all pe P, i.e., GF(f)>~ 1 f Similarly FG(g) is the residuated approx- 
imation of 9 which implies GFG = G and FG(g)(q)>7 9(q) for all q~ Q, i.e., FG(9)>~z 9. 
Finally it is obvious that F and G are order-preserving. 
4.6. Connections between Galois connections and Lagois connections 
Below we will describe two canonical ways to transform a Galois connection into 
a Lagois connection. Analogues of each of the methods can also be used to transform 
a Lagois connection into a Galois connection. 
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4.6.1. The replete transJormation 
Let G=((P,  4),f,g,(Q, 4)) be a Galois connection. Define ___p on Q as follows: 
iffgqCfgq', then q ---oq' if and only ifJ~tq<<,fgq', 
iffgq =fgq', then q ___ p q' if and only if q >~ q'. 
Then _=p is a partial order and ((P, 4 ) , f  g,(Q, ---p)) is a Lagois connection, which 
we will call the replete transformation of G and which will be denoted by p(G). 
Proof. That ___p is a partial order can be seen by a straightforward case analysis and 
the fact that (Q, 4)  is a poset. Clearly we still have fg f=f  and gfg=g. Let P, Pl,PzeP 
and q,q~,q2sQ. Since p14p2 implies f(pl)4f(p2),  we have fg(f(px))4fg(f(p2)), 
which implies f(P~)=-of(P2)in case ]g(f(P~))¢J'9(f(Pz)). In case fg(f(P~))= 
fg(f(Pz)) we havef(pa)=f(p2) and hencef is order-preserving. Now let ql -~oq2. If 
J~l(q ~) =fg(q2), then g(q~ ) = g (q2). Ifjy(q 1) Cfg(qz), then fg(q~ )<4 fg(q2) which implies 
g(ql) 4 g(q2). Therefore g is order-preserving. 
Furthermore we have gf(p)>~p and fg(q)<<.q. Clearly fg(Jy(q))=Jy(q) so that 
fg(q)4q implies q =_pfq(q). 
4.6.2. The lean transformation 
Let G=((P,  4),fg,(Q, 4)) be a Galois connection. Define _=~ on Q as follows: 
iffgqCfgq', then q ---zq' if and only iffgq4fgq'=q', 
iffgq =fqq', then q _= ~ q' if and only if q ~> q'. 
Then __ ~ is a partial order and ((P, ~<),j~ g,(Q, ~-~.)) is a Lagois connection, which 
we will call the lean transformation of G and which will be denoted by 2(G). 
Proof. That ___ ;. is a partial order can be seen by a straightforward case analysis and 
the facts that (Q, 4)  is a poset and f9 is an interior operator. The remainder of the 
proof that 2(G) is a Lagois connection is analogous to the above proof that p(G) is 
one. 
Let (Ga|,___) be the class of all Galois connections ordered by inclusion on the order 
of the second poset; i.e., if G=((P,  4),fg,(Q, -=)) and (] =((P, ~-),f 0,((~, g-)), we say 
that G ___ G iff P = P, 4 = ~, f=f ,  g = 0, Q = (~, and _~ is contained in ~- 
Likewise, let (Lag, ~)  be the class of all Lagois connections ordered by inclusion on 
the order of the second poset. If p denotes the replete transformation, then p is an 
order preserving function from (Gal, ~)  to (Lag, ~). Likewise, let ~ be the transforma- 
tion that takes any Lagois connection to the corresponding replete Galois connection 
(/3 is defined in precisely the same way as p). Then we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. ((Gal, ~),p,~,(Lag, ~)) is a large Lagois connection; i.e., a Lagois 
connection between proper partially ordered classes. 
Proof. Let G1 :=((P, <<,),fg,(Q, 41)) and G2:=((P, 4) , fg , (Q ,  42))  be Galois connec- 
tions such that G14G2, i.e., 41-~ 42. If q,q'~Q and q ~-o.lq' then ifJg(q)=f~l(q') 
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we have q>~ q' and thus q>>-zq' which implies q ~p, 2q'. In casefg(q)¢]~t(q') we have 
fY(q) <<,lJY(q') which also implies q ~ p,2 q'. Therefore p is order-preserving. 
Now let q<<-lq' andfg(q)=fg(q'). Then q' ~p, lq and therefore q =-p, 1;,q'. On the 
other hand iffg(q)#fy(q') then Jg(q)<~fg(q') which implies first q ~p, l q' and then 
q --- p, l~ q'- Thus/sp >~ id. 
Finally let q -=F,, 1~, q'. In casejg(q)Cfg(q') we havefg(q)<~lfg(q') and thus q _=p, 1 q'. 
In casefg(q)=fq(q') we have q' =-p.l,~q and thus q ---p.l q'. Therefore p/sp<<,p, which 
- in conjunction with the above implies p/sp=p. The proofs that /5 is order- 
preserving, p/5 >~ id, and/5p/5 =/5 are similar. [] 
Similarly, if 2 denotes the lean transformation, then 2 is an order-preserving 
function from (Gal, ~)  to (Lag, _~). Likewise, let )~ be the transformation that takes 
any Lagois connection to the corresponding lean Galois connection, where the new 
order ___ ;7 on Q is defined as follows: 
iffgq~fgq', then q _=;?q' if and only if q=Jgq<~,['Yq', 
iffyq=fyq', then q =_;q' if and only if q>~q'. 
Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. ((Gai,~),)~,)~,(Lag,~)) is a large Lagois connection, and 
((Gal, ___), 2,/5, (Lag, ___)) and ((Gal, ~), p, ).-, (Lag, ~-)) are large Galois connections. 
Proof. All the proofs are similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2. [] 
4.7. Multiplication by n 
Let n be a positive integer. Define f :Z - - ,Z  to be multiplication by n; define 
g l :Z~Z by letting g~(m) be the largest integer that is smaller than or equal to m/n; 
and define g2 : Z--,Z by letting gz(m) be the smallest integer that is larger than or equal 
to m/n. 
Assuming the natural order on Z, (Z,f,,q~, Z) is a decreasing Lagois insertion that 
was mentioned in [5] as an example of an adjunction. Note that it is also a Galois 
connection. (Z,f, gz,Z) is an increasing Lagois insertion (cf. Definition 3.18). 
4.8. LCI and LC2 do not suffice 
Let P be the two-element complete boolean algebra, let f  be the identity function on 
P, and let g be the costant function on P with value 1. 
Then (P,f,g,P) is not a Lagois connection, although it is a poset system that 
satisfies conditions (LC1) and (LC2) of Definition 2.1. 
4.9. Noncomposibility of Lagots connections 
Let (X,r) be any topological space for which there is some set D _c X for which 
D ~ X and/3 = X. [-e.g., D could be the rationals which are dense in the reals.] 





Fig. l l .  The boolean algebra P (see example in Section 4.10). 
Define c : 2x--.2 x by c(A) =/T and f :  2 x-*2 x by f(A) = A w D. Then c and f are both 
closure operators, so that J := (2 x, c, c, 2 x) and K := (2x, f , f  2 x) are Lagois connections. 
However, (2X, fc, cf2 x) is not a Lagois connection, since (fc)(cf)(fc)(O)=X¢ 
O =fc(0). 
This example can also be used to show that the associativity of the composit ion is 
fragile: Let 11 be the unique (increasing) Lagois connection between the singleton {0} 
and 2 x, and let I2 := (2 x, id, id, 2x). Then K o ( J  o 11 ) is a Lagois connection, but K o J is 
not. Also K o 12 and 12 ° J are Lagois connections, but neither K o (12 ° J )  nor (K o 12) ° J 
is one. 
Of  course if I , J  and K are Lagois connections and Io ( JoK)  and ( Io j )oK  are 
defined, then they are equal. 
4.10. Nonpreservation of meets and joins 
Let P be the complete boolean algebra on the set {0, a, b, c, d, e, 1 }, where a, b, c and 
d are atoms and e is the unique coatom. See Fig. 11. 
If f :  P--*P is given byf(O)=O,f(a)=a,f(b)= b, andf(e)=f(d)=f(c)=f(1)= 1, then 
f i s  a closure operator on P, so that (P,f,f,P) is a Lagois connection. However, 
f(a) V f (b )= a V b = e :~ 1 =f (e )=f (a  V b), 
and 
f(c) A f (d )= 1/~ 1 = 1 ~0 =f(c /~ d). 
Thus f preserves neither joins nor meets. 
5. Conclusions 
We have presented Lagois connections which are in many ways similar to and in 
several ways different from Galois connections. However, as the examples how, these 
new connections are in some settings more natural than Galois connections. 
It is also the case that Lagois connections have a natural generalization to the 
setting of concrete categories that is analogous to the generalization of Galois 
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connections to Galois correspondences as defined in [1] (i.e., to Galois connections of 
the third kind as defined in [4]). 
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